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PROFILE

A quick learner with strong attention to detail. An
aspiring product manager who cares about the
product and its role in impacting people's lives at
scale. I thrive in a fast-paced environment and love
taking on challenges.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

PM Fellow @Upraised
Upraised
07-2020 – present
Key achievements- Comprehensive PRD

Imagine you are building a food delivery app. In 
the market, there is already competition from 
Swiggy and Zomato. Write a PRD for launching the 
MVP of your product
 PRD App Onboarding Flow

Product Observation

Senior Finance Associate
Leverage Edu
10-2022 – present | Noida

Successfully built cross-discipline relationships in 
the organization by partnering with the growth 
and product team providing feedback and insight.
Successfully helped the new joiners with 
onboarding by giving them on the job training.
Worked with different stakeholders and financial 
institutions to cater to the learners and help them 
obtain affordable education loans.

Finance Associate
Leverage Edu
03-2022 – 10-2022 | Noida

Successfully solved the 20+ learner overseas 
education financial problem by working with the 
cross-functional team and our partner lenders.
Successfully received sanctions for students which 
led to a total amount of 7Cr +
Developed a strong pipeline of new students 
through direct or indirect customer contact and 
prospecting.
Identified and developed a strategic relationship 
with potential students who would require a loan.

EDUCATION

CAP Product Management Fellow
Upraised
07-2022 – present

BE in Electronics & Telecommunication 
Engineering
Priyadarshini College of Engineering
Nagpur, Maharashtra
Graduated with 8.79 CGPA.

SKILLS

Product Design

A/B Testing and Experimentation

Stakeholder Management

SQL

Problem Solving

User Empathy

Interpersonal Skills

Whimsical

CERTIFICATES

The Complete SQL Bootcamp 2022: Go from Zero 
to Hero
-Learned to read and write complex queries to a 
database using PostgreSQL and PgAdmin. 
-Analyzing data using aggregate functions with 
GROUP BY commands. 
-Running advanced queries with string operations 
and comparison operations. 
-Learned to use logical operators to add logic flow to 
SQL queries. 
-Learned to use common SQL JOIN commands. 
-Learned to create tables and databases with 
constraints on data entry.
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